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I‘liix

Take as your objective that you have to get rid

of somebody with whom you are speaking, by sayinv only one
 

word, "Yes." Your whole body and your wholé being must be

full of streams. currents,and activity which you have to

concentrate on as this or that particular means of fulfilling

the objective.

I am sorry that we are not able to do all the exer-

cises which are necessary for us. but we must confine ourselves

at the moment to these three most important points which all

our directors are using at the present time. Take the object-

ive and try consciously to be aware of all the processes

which are going on in you during the taking, fulfilling, and

living the obJective. Take the objective to shut the door -

nothing more.

fhe more you will help yourself with your clear and

quiet thoughts about your exercises, the more they will help

you later on. It would be very good for you to imagina that

one of the new students has come to you gnd asked, "What is

an objective?", and you must explain. Shis iu the right way

to understand what the right objective is. ‘he more often

you will put this question before yourself, the better and

clearer it will become for you. for instance, why are you
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direcxizg 11. a. certai:. wa‘y’.’ .Jlnj are you «101. g such am] such

an axe: ciao? You must a; :vady Lo azsue: all suck. questions.

   “Lin; 1;? 1: 9

You must 192115.20 that the objective for numleL's

soliloquies is “technically the same as the simple objective

of closi‘ the door. If you will observe the people aroma

 

you, you will see that they can. be observeu I";om two paints

of view. ”Share are stupid and clever bodies - not mans. but

bodies — and this is very important for us. :‘or example, we:

can see very 3'1: id ersoxzs with beautiful, clever bodies.

 

.his means that the body needs a special care and a syecial

food, as it wane, to be able to sezve its az'LiS'Eic Spi.’iL.

and. one 01‘ these LOUI'iflhihg; things is the feeli or mum.
 

  
1f the feelin; of truth is neglected. than. ;0 body will become

more and more stupid. :.ur example of doi:._j the meniscus with

the hxzds, 31 ms and :oc}:s for the feelizh af truth means that

 

you have not a much more clevcy i]1i;;,. Ehis you must do agai :

2,, [1111 you» may will be zesacalcd Zv’ili‘. :Exa feeli.-.

  so mat it will be more m d n:

 

to you as a.1.ists and autos. .;y to ”r

 

:iee‘tly into you. because it Hill 2191;: you to

which we call feelin ; of :vuth.
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have justified her in ihe text. but you must underline this ~

you must make some important\actioh about hex. When her name

is mentioned. everyone must react, and you;mst turn Ihis ex-

ploration, as it were, inIo something mysiical, which she is.

and let it die in this dazk. heavy aLLicipation or this some- 5

thing which “other uilla:d brings with he:. In the second

moment when she appears it is almost giant._but this will be

more justified if you will give the preparation which we havo

spoken about.

its boat and nether fiillard must be the same thing.

She must change the mood absolutely. Low appearance will do

this. the people were full of hope before she appears. then

everything drops out of them. aLd they leave her at once. but

already they are a little bit dead inside. find some wordu

which will show tho hope that is there before she comea, and

the: some words desoribing the boat, which will show that the

boat is in the distance, after you have seen hex, It must not

be too important. because thm:it will not be balanced with the

main plot, but only to show he: more clearly, ELfi through this

breaking or the atmosphere. and the Words and reactions in the

firs: moment, it will give onou;h to make her r319 clear, but

not too important. You must combine he; with who main idea,

which is the boat - she :eally underlinég the boat. 1his

coonoction must come clearly from ficihcr Jillard to the boat,

hecause they know that she means disasLe . ibis will then be

quite jusLificd and will merge with th uaiz Clone.
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Ciz‘h'i‘. ASISL

The last moment of the filayx You must think and

imagine this many times, relying on the law that the beginnim; :

and the end muat be different. L-‘ox example, if they are coming:

on in the beginning: of the play, then they must remain on :Itag'e

at the end. showing; that they no longer have anywhore to 50.

If they come on slowly. than they must remain on the stage as

if falling; down. Merythihg mum: be opposite. Il‘ you show

them at the beginning appearing alowly. you might give the

curtain at the moment when they are nearly crazy with their

loss. blair's idea in a. little melodramatic, but if Eleanor -

Blather Ilillzud — were to go to the boy and tell hi2: what happened

to his father, them would be a zaaction on the pan. of the

people. and the). the curtain. If you will imagine the begin-

ning and she and as contrasts, than you will {get some important

suggestions.

11$ 'i‘EX'i‘l

About the beginning of Paul's new script: it is not

interesting for the audience which wishee to know whether the

fishermen are alive or not. It is so obvious that the whole

scene is climaxcd from one big play which 5.5 not shown. and

in the moment of climax nobody speaks about things which are

not inpartmtt. therefore, I. am agairst lthosxe psychological

and private things. 1:) clarify the motives is good. but do

hot make it weaken and put wate: ixflto this 1.229729, by speakiig
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of private things.

'i‘ho last scone is\too descriptive, and too much like

Ibsen. but the idea can be taken in a very modest my” wr-

haps for one moment the fiahorman can say: "'ihe boom ~ 1

cannot hold it." — knowing it has disappeared. )ie can be in

a confused state of mind. but he camxot have a $01.11qu which

will lead the play in anathor direction. 151; is a. queu‘tion of

how much. This scene can be a little jewel, but if the whole

scene is acted out than you must produce another play — 9.

acre philosophical one.


